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The American Revolution

2002

each title in the events and outcomes series presents a two part
investigation of a major event or significant era in world history
a detailed narrative provides an analysis of the immediate
significance of events and their place in the bigger picture going
on to examine the consequences of these events and their
impact both on contemporaries and the generations that have
followed

The American Revolution

2011

learn about the causes of the american revolution its leaders and
how brave patriots fought for a chance at liberty

Essays on the American Revolution

2013-06-01

these eight original essays by a group of america s most
distinguished scholars include the following themes the
meaning and significance of the revolution the long term
underlying causes of the war violence and the revolution the



military conflict politics in the continental congress the role of
religion in the revolution and the effect of the war on the social
order this is the product of the celebrated symposium on the
american revolution held in 1971 by the institute originally
published 1973 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring
editions use the latest in digital technology to make available
again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously
out of print these editions are published unaltered from the
original and are presented in affordable paperback formats
bringing readers both historical and cultural value

History of the Rise, Progress, and
Termination of the American Revolution

2021-04-11

history of the rise progress and termination of the american
revolution by mercy otis warren published by good press good
press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction
to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we
issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are
user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital
format



A Companion to the American Revolution

2008-04-15

a companion to the american revolution is a single guide to the
themes events and concepts of this major turning point in early
american history containing coverage before during and after
the war as well as the effect of the revolution on a global scale
this major reference to the period is ideal for any student scholar
or general reader seeking a complete reference to the field
contains 90 articles in all including guides to further reading and
a detailed chronological table explains all aspects of the
revolution before during and after the war discusses the status
and experiences of women native americans and african
americans and aspects of social and daily life during this period
describes the effects of the revolution abroad provides complete
coverage of military history including the home front concludes
with a section on concepts to put the morality of early america
in today s context

... The American Revolution

1905

the american revolution reborn parts company with the
american revolution of our popular imagination and renders it as
a time of intense ambiguity and frightening contingency with



an introduction by spero and a conclusion by zuckerman this
volume heralds a substantial and revelatory rebirth in the study
of the american revolution

The American Revolution Reborn

2016-11-25

a penetrating treatise of colonial development focuses on british
political and economic expectations and gradually evolving
american patterns of life and thought

The Colonial Background of the American
Revolution

1961-01-01

this book contains an historical essay and short biographies on
those who stayed loyal to britain during the american revolution
in the american colonies the essay focuses on the coming of the
revolution and the reasons for american rebellion or loyalism
and the sparse biographies organized in alphabetical order offer
what is known about the loyalist and their journey



The Era of the American Revolution

1965

differences in political social economic and religious beliefs led
the colonists in america to seek independence from great britain
this successful determination influenced liberal thought
throughout europe at the time and encouraged other revolutions
to break out

Biographical Sketches of Loyalists of the
American Revolution

1864

providing a kaleidoscope of resources and entries on the people
places and events that coalesced into the american revolution
this guide offers a concise introduction to one of the most famous
revolutions ever fought though the american revolution is often
described within the thematic model of suppression versus
freedom the true significance of the event can be found in its
nuances explicating complex issues from slavery and the role of
women to matters of diplomacy and strategic warfare this guide
offers comprehensive coverage of the american revolution
without oversimplifying its many facets entries on key
documents like the articles of confederation and the u s



constitution help readers grasp the full scope of the revolution s
catalysts as well as its achievements primary source documents
also provide access to the revolution as experienced in real time
author spencer c tucker editor of abc clio s award winning five
volume set american revolution the definitive encyclopedia and
document collection draws on his expertise to prepare the most
pertinent entries on the american revolution that both address
its core elements and spur further research

The American Revolution

2000

the original rebels brings into clear focus events and identities of
ordinary people who should share the historic limelight with
the founding fathers publishers weekly according to the
traditional telling the american revolution began with the shot
heard round the world but the people started taking action
earlier than many think the first american revolution uses the
wide angle lens of a people s historian to tell a surprising new
story of america s revolutionary struggle in the years before the
battle of lexington and concord local people men and women of
common means but of uncommon courage overturned british
authority and declared themselves free from colonial oppression
with acts of rebellion that long predated the boston tea party in
rural towns such as worcester massachusetts democracy set
down roots well before the boston patriots made their moves in



the fight for independence richly documented the first
american revolution recaptures in vivid detail the grassroots
activism that drove events in the years leading up to the break
from britain

American Revolution

2021-05-17

the noblest ideals and aspirations of the peoples of the united
states of america its commitment to freedom constitutionality
and equality came out of the revolutionary era the story is a
dramatic one thirteen insignificant colonies of his britannic
majesty king george iii three thousand miles from the centres of
western civilization fought off british rule to become in fewer
than three decades a huge sprawling rambunctious republic of
nearly four million citizens it is also a complicated and at times
ironic story that needs to be explained and understood not
blindly celebrated or condemned how did this great revolution
come about what was its character what were its consequences
these are the questions this short history seeks to answer that it
succeeds in such a profound and enthralling way is a tribute to
gordon wood s mastery of his subject and of the historian s craft



The First American Revolution

2010-03-16

the bitter and often bloody fight which accompanied the
emergence of the united states of america as an independent
force on the world stage has always been a subject of much
debate and controversy historian jeremy black challenges many
traditional assumptions and conveys vividly the immediacy of
events such as the battles of bunker hill and saratoga and the
sieges of charleston and yorktown as well as less famous
incidents while also offering an original and thorough
assessment of the campaign in its american colonial and european
contexts combining a chronological survey of the war with a
thematic examination of the major issues the war for american
independence 1775 1783 is a comprehensive account of a
remarkable campaign

The American Revolution

2005

a newly revised version of a classic in american history when
the american revolution was first published in 1985 it was
praised as the first synthesis of the revolutionary war to use the
new social history edward countryman offered a balanced view
of how the revolution was made by a variety of groups ordinary



farmers as well as lawyers women as well as men blacks as well
as whites who transformed the character of american life and
culture in this newly revised edition countryman stresses the
painful destruction of british identity and the construction of a
new american one he expands his geographical scope of the
revolution to include areas west of the alleghenies europe and
africa and he draws fresh links between the politics and culture
of the independence period and the creation of a new and
dynamic capitalist economy this innovative interpretation of the
american revolution creates an even richer more
comprehensive portrait of a critical period in america s history

The Causes of the American Revolution

1950

explores the events and changing opinions that led the american
colonies to desire independence from britain follows the major
events of the revolution and examines the war of 1812

The War for American Independence,
1775-1783

2021-10-29

the american revolution reader is a collection of leading essays
on the american revolutionary era from the eve of the imperial



crisis through george washington s presidency articles have
been chosen to represent classic themes such as the british
colonial relationship during the eighteenth century the political
and ideological issues underlying colonial protests the military
conflict the debates over the constitution and the rise of political
parties the volume also captures how the field has been
reshaped in recent years including essays that cover class strife
and street politics the international context of the revolution and
the roles of women african americans and native americans as
well as the reshaping of the british empire after the war with
essays by gordon s wood mary beth norton t h breen john m
murrin gary b nash woody holton rosemarie zagarri john shy
alan taylor maya jasanoff and many other prominent historians
the collection is ideal for classroom use and any student of the
american revolution

The American Revolution

1979

the first book to appear in the illustrious oxford history of the
united states this critically acclaimed volume a finalist for the
pulitzer prize offers an unsurpassed history of the revolutionary
war and the birth of the american republic beginning with the
french and indian war and continuing to the election of george
washington as first president robert middlekauff offers a
panoramic history of the conflict between england and america



highlighting the drama and anguish of the colonial struggle for
independence combining the political and the personal he
provides a compelling account of the key events that
precipitated the war from the stamp act to the tea act tracing the
gradual gathering of american resistance that culminated in the
boston tea party and the shot heard round the world the heart of
the book features a vivid description of the eight year long war
with gripping accounts of battles and campaigns ranging from
bunker hill and washington s crossing of the delaware to the
brilliant victory at hannah s cowpens and the final triumph at
yorktown paying particular attention to what made men fight
in these bloody encounters the book concludes with an
insightful look at the making of the constitution in the
philadelphia convention of 1787 and the struggle over
ratification through it all middlekauff gives the reader a vivid
sense of how the colonists saw these events and the importance
they gave to them common soldiers and great generals sons of
liberty and african slaves town committee men and
representatives in congress all receive their due and there are
particularly insightful portraits of such figures as sam and john
adams james otis thomas jefferson george washington and many
others this new edition has been revised and expanded with
fresh coverage of topics such as mob reactions to british measures
before the war military medicine women s role in the
revolution american indians the different kinds of war fought
by the americans and the british and the ratification of the



constitution the book also has a new epilogue and an updated
bibliography the cause for which the colonists fought liberty and
independence was glorious indeed here is an equally glorious
narrative of an event that changed the world capturing the
profound and passionate struggle to found a free nation the
oxford history of the united states the oxford history of the
united states is the most respected multi volume history of our
nation the series includes three pulitzer prize winners a new
york times bestseller and winners of the bancroft and parkman
prizes the atlantic monthly has praised it as the most
distinguished series in american historical scholarship a series
that synthesizes a generation s worth of historical inquiry and
knowledge into one literally state of the art book conceived
under the general editorship of c vann woodward and richard
hofstadter and now under the editorship of david m kennedy
this renowned series blends social political economic cultural
diplomatic and military history into coherent and vividly
written narrative

The American Revolution

2003-01-08

revised version of part i of seedtime of the republic



The American Revolution

2006-12-15

pulitzer prize winning author bernard bailyn brings us a book
that combines portraits of american revolutionaries with a deft
exploration of the ideas that moved them and still shape our
society today

Causes and Consequences of the American
Revolution

1966

this definitive encyclopedia originally published in 1983 and
now available as an ebook for the first time covers the american
revolution comes in two volumes and contains 865 entries on
the war for american independence included are essays ranging
from 250 to 25 000 words on major and minor battles and
biographies of military men partisan leaders loyalist figures and
war heroes as well as strong coverage of political and diplomatic
themes the contributors present their summaries within the
context of late 20th century historiography about the american
revolution every entry has been written by a subject specialist
and is accompanied by a bibliography to aid further research
extensively illustrated with maps the volumes also contain a



chronology of events glossary and substantial index

The American Revolution Within
America

1974

a book all americans should read slave nation reveals the key
role racism played in the american revolutionary war so we can
see our past more clearly and build a better future in 1772 the
high court in london freed a slave from virginia named somerset
setting a precedent that would end slavery in england in
america racist fury over this momentous decision united the
northern and southern colonies and convinced them to fight for
independence meticulously researched and accessible slave
nation provides a little known view of the birth of our nation
and its earliest steps toward self governance slave nation is a
fascinating account of the role slavery played in the american
revolution and in the framing of the constitution offering a fresh
examination of the fight for freedom that embedded racism into
our national identity led to the civil war and reverberates
through black lives matter protests today a radical well informed
and highly original reinterpretation of the place of slavery in
the american war of independence david brion davis yale
university



The American Revolution Reader

2014

the world almanac library of the american revolution is an eight
volume series that tells the story of the founding of the united
states of america the series shows how the american revolution
was more than just a series of battles it was a revolution of ideas
during the course of the conflict american colonists loyal subjects
of the british crown came to believe that the only way they
could assert their rights was to declare independence from
britain illustrated by maps and colorful pictures and featuring
historic documents the series brings alive the struggle for
american independence book jacket

The American Revolution

1973

this book is a thorough history of the american revolution from
the beginning of the crisis between american colonies and the
british government until the final victories in the war which
brought independence to america contents the beginnings the
crisis the continental congress independence first blow at the
centre second blow at the centre saratoga the french alliance
valley forge monmouth and newport war on the frontier war
on the ocean a year of disasters benedict arnold yorktown



The Glorious Cause

2007-03-09

in depth interpretation of colonial problems during the 1760 s
that precipitated crisis and development of the proposition that
all men are created equal which underlies the u s constitution

The First American Revolution

1956

an outstanding contemporary historian presents a balanced and
objective account of the revolution based upon recent american
and english scholarship covers social economic political military
and diplomatic policies events and issues

Faces of Revolution

2011-06-29

winner of the 2016 new jersey studies academic alliance authors
award for the edited works category battles were fought in
many colonies during the american revolution but new jersey
was home to more sustained and intense fighting over a longer
period of time the nine essays in the american revolution in
new jersey depict the many challenges new jersey residents



faced at the intersection of the front lines and the home front
unlike other colonies new jersey had significant economic
power in part because of its location between the major ports of
new york and philadelphia new people and new ideas arriving
in the colony fostered tensions between loyalists and patriots
that were at the core of the revolution enlightenment thinking
shaped the minds of new jersey s settlers as they began to
question the meaning of freedom in the colony yeoman farmers
demanded ownership of the land they worked on and members
of the growing quaker denomination decried the evils of
slavery and spearheaded the abolitionist movement in the state
when larger portions of new jersey were occupied by british
forces early in the war the unity of the state was crippled
pitting neighbor against neighbor for seven years the essays in
this collection identify and explore the interconnections
between the events on the battlefield and the daily lives of
ordinary colonists during the revolution using a wide historical
lens the contributors to the american revolution in new jersey
capture the decades before and after the conflict as they
interpret the causes of the war and the consequences of new
jersey s reaction to the revolution

The American Revolution 1775–1783

2020-12-06

senior co administrator of the norcoast salmon research facility dr



mackenzie connor mac to her friends and colleagues was a
biologist who had wanted nothing more out of life than to study
the spawning habits of salmon but that was before she met
brymn the first member of the dhryn race ever to set foot on
earth and it was before base was attacked and mac s friend and
fellow scientist dr emily mamani was kidnapped by the
mysterious race known as the ro from that moment on
everything changed for mac for emily for brymn for the
human race and for all the many member races of the
interspecies union now with the alien dhryn following an
instinct driven migratory path through the inhabited spaceways
bringing about the annihilation of sentient races who have the
misfortune to lie along the star trail they are following time is
running out not only for the human race but for all life forms
and only mac and her disparate band of researchers drawn from
many of the races that are members of the interspecies union
stand any chance of solving the deadly puzzle of the dhryn and
the equally enigmatic ro book jacket

The American Revolution

2015-03



The War of the American Revolution

1975

Slave Nation

2006-11-01

The Causes of the American Revolution

2005-12-30

The American Revolution (Vol. 1&2)

2023-12-15

The Meaning of the American Revolution

1964



The American Revolution

1856

Songs and Ballads of the American
Revolution

1856

A History of the American Revolution

1969

The American Revolution in New Jersey

2015-04-01

The Radicalism of the American
Revolution

1992



The American Revolution

1923

An Outline History of the American
Revolution

1975
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